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Abstract

This study is based on the linguistic theories of enunciation and pragmatics developed by the linguist Oswald Ducrot, in order to reflect the important rule of the negation tool "ne ....... pas " in French entitled (Enunciation and pragmatics analysis of the negation tool " ne ....... pas "). And this study is based on the enunciative linguistics contextual and pragmatics facts especially mentioned by Ducrot, so as to know the important role of the negation tool" ne ....... pas "in determining the contextual meanings (other that the linguistic on) that the writer wants to transfer and deliver to the reader.

To make this study the researcher follows an analytical and descriptive approach which is illustrated in the theoretical Framework of the concepts and terminologies on which the study is based

The study includes Ducrot’s theory of the negation tool "ne ....... pas" and its three types and functions, its role in changing the meaning when it comes with (mais) "but."

Regarding the analytical approach, it was allocated for the analysis of examples extracted from an article which was the Editorial of the journal "Afrique Magzin" “Afrique Magazine” issued on 02.03.2013 to the writer, "Ziad Imam". Through the analysis of these examples, the journalist uses negative sentences to deliver his opinion on the subject through one of the three negation ways: to negate a sentence
that has already have been stated , to prove a certain status or condition, or to illustrate a particular phrase.

The researcher reached that the meaning of negative sentences in French language is not determined by the opposite meaning of affirmative sentences, but by other contextual factors. Also we have to take into consideration the meanings explained in the light of enunciative of pragmatic Linguistics in learning and teaching negative sentences as found in texts written in French language.
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